GENERAL INFORMATION

The 3rd Annual Coordination Meeting of Category 2 Centres Active in the Field of Intangible Cultural Heritage
July 6—8, 2015, Guiyang, China

1. Venue for the meeting in Guiyang
   No.4 Conference Room, First Floor, Guizhou Park Hotel International Conference Centre
   Address: 66 Beijing Road, Guiyang, Guizhou, P. R. of China
   Tel: 0086-851-86823888
   Web: http://www.gzhiicc.com.cn

2. Hotel for residence in Guiyang, Guizhou Province
   Guizhou Park Hotel
   Address: 66 Beijing Road, Guiyang, Guizhou, P. R. of China
   Tel: 0086-851-86823888
   Web: http://www.gzhiicc.com.cn

3. Dates
   - July 3—5, 2015, arrival and preparation for the meeting
   - July 6, 2015, meeting
   - July 7, 2015, meeting
   - July 8, 2015, cultural excursion
   - July 9, 2015, departure

4. Host organization responsible
   International Training Centre for ICII in the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of UNESCO (CRIHAP)
   Address: Jia 1, Hui Xin Bei Li, Chao Yang District, Beijing, China
   Tel: 0086-10-64966526
   Fax: 0086-10-64969281
   E-mail: caiyuqin@crihap.cn
5. Working languages:
   English

6. Travel arrangements
   You will be received at the exit of Guiyang Airport in China with the indicator as follow:

7. Insurance
   You are kindly suggested buying travel and health insurance for your visit to China by yourself.

8. Extra services
   Extra services such as mini-bar, phone calls from hotel rooms, laundry and extra meals are to be paid by participants to the hotel directly on spot or upon checkout subject to hotel policy.

9. Hotel check-in
   Please present your passport to the reception of the hotel for check-in as well as your credit card for necessary security deposit subject to hotel policy.

10. Climate
    For your reference, the average temperature in Guiyang in July 2014 was 19°c at night and 28°c at daytime.

11. Time zones
    The local time in Guiyang is GMT +8 hours

12. Electricity
    Electricity voltage in China is 220 volt
13. Currency and credit cards
The currency value as of Jun. 12, 2015 is: 1US Dollar = 6.2059RMB Yuan
Credit cards (Visa, Master card etc.) are widely used in China.

14. Emergency contacts
Ms Chen Xiaoxi
Tel: 0086-10-64966526
Fax: 0086-10-64969281
Mobile: 0086-18613899603
E-mail: chenxiaoxi@crihap.cn

Mr. LU Ming
Tel: 0086-10-64893353
Mobile: 0086-18611716008
E-mail: crihap_minglu@126.com